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Foreword by: Ian Dunbar Subject Matter: You are a dedicated pet owner who has put considerable

time and energy into training your dog. As a result, your dog has a reliable set of behaviors such as

sit, down, stay and a recall - under pristine conditions. But now you're stumped; you're not too sure

how to get those behaviors away from home and off leash - in short; when you really need

cooperation! This book will help you gain cooperation under a range of circumstances and with only

about ten minutes of training time per day! This book will take you through a systematic and

comprehensive plan to get you where you want to be; with a reliable companion who cooperates off

leash, away from home and....when other things are going on around you! This book has been split

into three parts: The first part is educational. It provides information about the theory and philosophy

of training. This section will be valuable for everyone, but especially if you're the kind of person who

likes to know why you're doing something a certain way before you do it. The second part is

practical. It's the "how-to" part of the book. Here, Denise lays out the plan you'll be following to help

your dog respond to your cues even when the world is exciting or you don't have cookies. This

portion is extremely systematic and specific. Finally, the third part is problem-solving. It will help you

troubleshoot any issues that arise. In addition, if you find that you really enjoyed the training

process, it will guide you in finding more opportunities for you and your dog! Check out a video

example of the author working with her 2 year old dog, Brito:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwS8dblUyEc
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Born into a "dog family," Denise Fenzi started training and competing in dog sports over 35 years



ago! Over that period of time, she found kinder and gentler ways to approach dog training, and now

she is well known for her effective and humane techniques for gaining cooperation from all types of

dogs. Denise has also been very successful in competition, as evidenced by two American

Obedience Champions and many other competition titles from a variety of dog sports. Denise's first

series of books, "Dog Sports Skills," co-written with Deb Jones, has been wildly successful! All three

books have won the Maxwell award for Best Behavior and Training book - one award each year!

Her latest books, Beyond The Backyard, Train Your Dog to Listen Anytime, Anywhere! and Blogger

Dog, Brito! are already receiving acclaim from those within and outside the dog community. Denise

owns and operates Fenzi Dog Sports Academy, a large and well regarded online dog training

school. You can learn more about the academy here: www.fenzidogsportsacademy.com

Attention Trainers!! Are you looking for a book to recommend to your pet training clients? I highly

recommend this one!! In this book, Ms. Fenzi goes beyond, "hold a treat over the dog's head and

give it to him when he sits" to discuss how to make trained behaviors happen in everyday life

situations. This is the "missing link" for so many who attend introductory dog training classes,

especially when they don't go on to sports and other activities.The book is well written, accessible to

the average person, yet full of gems for the more experienced trainer. And it is all from a highly

effective positive reinforcement based approach.This one is worth a read, no matter what your

training experience level may be!!!And, if you are a dog owner and you say, "my only does (insert

behavior) when I have a treat/ball/etc.", then this book is perfect for you!!! Follow the advice of the

author in this book and you will take your dog's training to a whole new level!

my granddaughterlovesitusingittoworkwithhergermanshepard

Love this book! I have 2 dogs that have focus issues when out hiking. Not quite thru the book but

has some pretty good tips.

Great book! I'm halfway through it. My Catahoula mix has gone through basic and advanced

obedience training, and has his CGC. This book is helping us fine tune things. I'm already seeing

results and I have more to read!

Denise Fenzi hits it out of the park with this one. I've bought all four of her books, but this one, to

educate me to civilize our young, strong 70# athletic curly-coated retriever, will be the one I read,



and re-read.

Great ideas, but not a quick fix book. The author states that you have to put some work in if you

want a well behaved pup. This book gives you the path to work with your pup.

Denise Fenzi is one of my favorite trainers. This book breaks things down very well to train your dog

to work through distractions. It takes work and there is no magic bullet, but many resources made

available through this book.

This is a terrific book. I don't care how advanced you are as a trainer, there is always a fresh way to

look at things. This book brings a lot of really great recommendations.
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